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ABSTRACT

Cellular system optimisation, a cornerstone of cellular systems paradigm, requires new focus shift because of the emer-
gence of plethora of new features shaping the cellular landscape. These features include self-organising networks with
added flavours of heterogeneity of cell sizes and base station types, adaptive antenna radiation patterns, energy efficiency,
spatial homogeneity of service levels and focus shift from coverage to capacity. Moreover, to effectively tackle spatiotem-
poral dynamics of network conditions, a generic low-complexity framework to quantify the key facets of performance,
that is, capacity, quality of service and energy efficiency of the various network topology configurations (NTC), is needed
for enabling self-organising networks empowered cellular system optimisation on the fly. In this paper, we address this
problem and present a performance characterisation framework that quantifies the multiple performance aspects of a given
heterogeneous NTC through a unified set of metrics that are derived as function of key optimisation parameters and also
present a cross comparison of a wide range of potential NTCs. Moreover, we propose a low-complexity heuristic approach
for holistic optimisation of future heterogeneous cellular systems for joint optimality in the multiple desired performance
indicators. The performance characterisation framework also provides quantitative insights into the new tradeoffs involved
in optimisation of emerging heterogeneous networks and can pave the way for much needed further research in this area.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the spectral efficiency per link for LTE is approach-
ing the theoretical Shannon limit, it is envisaged that the
network densification by small cells (SCs) is among the
most promising solutions for realising ambitious goals of
infinite capacity and zero latency provision in future 5G
networks. To efficiently manage such an ultra-dense, com-
plex, heterogeneous cellular networks, the paradigm of
self-organising networks (SON) has recently been inves-
tigated heavily to automate cellular system management
and maintenance tasks [1–3]. This SON capability allows
the cellular network to monitor the key performance indi-
cators (KPIs) and optimise network parameters to adapt
itself to spatiotemporal dynamics of networks conditions.
This dynamicity of network conditions includes change
of traffic patterns over the course of day, relocation of
hot spots and cell outages. For example, Figure 1 shows
SON-enabled cellular network and variations of traffic pat-

tern observed in real cellular network’s data. These varia-
tions, which are exhibited through the KPIs and can further
be estimated using Minimization of Drive Test reports [4],
prompt the SON engine to test each of the possible NTC
in a static or dynamic simulator to come up with a new
network topology configurations (NTC) that meet specific
objectives like spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, qual-
ity of service (QoS) or a combination of these. Leveraging
on the modern capability of turning base stations (BSs)
on and off and smart antennas radiation patterns, SON
engine can adapt projected number of sectors, frequency
usage and number of SCs on the fly to achieve the desired
objectives. In a real network, there are hundreds of pos-
sible network parameters configurations (i.e. large search
space) characterised by the types of BS, number of sectors
per site, number of SCs per site and the frequency reuse,
in addition to other configuration parameters including
locations, tilts, azimuths and heights. In this ever changing
traffic landscape of cellular environment, by the time SON
engine comes up with optimum network configuration, the
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Figure 1. SON engine has to cope with frequent activity variations observed in real cellular network. SON, self-organising network;
KPI, key performance indicator; NTC, network topology configuration.

scenario might have already changed, and NTC becomes
outdated. This demands for low-complexity performance
estimation and then optimisation techniques to cope with
the spatio-temporal dynamics of cellular environment in
agile fashion. Increasing scarcity of spectrum for LTE is
pushing towards more aggressive frequency reuse, lead-
ing to new kinds of spectrum reuse, for example, intra-site
spectrum reuse [5, 6] that has to be incorporated with SON
optimisation objectives. Also, fuelled by performance cri-
teria set forth by 3GPP where spatial fairness of data rate
received by the cell edge and cell centre users is being
given more and more importance [7], QoS metric cannot be
neglected anymore. Similarly in the wake of rising cost of
energy and environmental concerns, energy efficiency has
also become an important metric [8].

The ambitious goals of zero latency [9] in envisioned
future cellular systems require low-complexity cellular
system optimisation (CSO) framework to provide agile on-
line multi-objective optimisation of potential NTCs that
can judiciously strike the intended balance among the vari-
ous conflicting goals such as capacity, QoS and energy con-
sumption while taking into account operator’s policy. The
need for potential search of NTCs, though well-conceived
in [10–13], is not fully stated yet, particularly in context
of SCs-enhanced cellular system (SC-CS) heterogeneous
networks. Another challenge in enabling and evaluating
many of the SON use cases in heterogeneous networks is
the lack of unified performance quantification framework
that can quantify cellular system performance in terms of
the aforementioned KPIs. This paper addresses this need

by presenting and analysing a holistic framework to quan-
tify the three key KPIs, namely, capacity, QoS and energy
efficiency. This framework can act as a key enabler for a
number of SON use cases such as capacity and coverage
optimisation, inter-cell interference coordination, energy
efficiency and load balancing.

1.1. Prior Works

For cellular networks, most of the prior research works
on optimisation of network parameters [14–33] use dif-
ferent definitions of a given KPI, for example, coverage
and capacity [19–25], QoS [26, 27], cost-efficiency [28] or
energy efficiency [16, 29–31], to optimise a single network
parameter, for example, BS location [14, 30, 32, 34], or
few other parameters such as antenna tilts [22], sectorisa-
tion [15, 33] and frequency reuse [17, 18]. Moreover, these
KPIs metrics to be used by the SON engine should be able
to quantify the long-term average performance of a cellular
system by incorporating its dependencies on NTC param-
eters, while generalizing or averaging out the short-term
dynamics of cellular eco-system. An additional require-
ment is that the metric should be evaluable by the SON
engine without resorting to complex dynamic simulators.
More precisely, to the best of our knowledge, no previous
work has provided a framework to enable a cross com-
parison among potential NTCs, simultaneously in terms
of capacity, QoS and energy efficiency, while taking into
account the key deployment factors such as number of sec-
tors per site, number of SCs per site and different variants
of intra-site frequency reuse the emerging cellular systems
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can avail. Furthermore, tradeoff between the capacity and
spatial fairness of service level in the coverage area is rel-
atively overlooked. In view of the increasing emphasis by
3GPP on better cell edge throughput rates and better spa-
tial fairness of achievable data rates [27], we also use the
proposed performance characterisation framework (PCF)
to investigate this under-explored but important tradeoff
that various NTCs offer. The presented analysis can be
leveraged to design NTCs that can strike operator-intended
precise balance in the capacity and spatial fairness while
simultaneously taking into account the energy consump-
tion aspect of the given NTC.

Additionally, because optimisation of network param-
eters is non-deterministic polynomial-time-hard problem,
prior works in literature have generally addressed it using
metaheuristics such as simulated annealing [34–36], par-
ticle swarm [37], genetic algorithms [25, 38], Taguchi’s
method [39] or ant colony optimisation [15] to obtain near-
optimal solutions for a selected set of few parameters.
The basic methodology that is generally followed in these
works involves a detailed dynamic simulation model that
acts as black box between the KPI and the potential param-
eters of a given NTC. The use of dynamic simulation-based
models by the SON engine is not only time-consuming
but also provides little insights into system behaviour.
On the contrary, our approach builds on a mathemati-
cal model to couple the KPIs with the extensive set of
NTC parameters and thus helps to obtain better insights
into system behaviour. The resultant PCF makes easier
the holistic cross comparison of various potential solutions
of CSO problem.

2. BACKGROUND AND
SYSTEM MODEL

2.1. CSO objectives and proposed solution
approach

For emerging cellular systems, the optimisation problem
has multiple target objectives like maximisation of capac-
ity, coverage and fairness of service in the coverage area,
spectral efficiency, spectrum reuse efficiency, throughput,
minimisation of cost, energy consumption and/or outage
and so on. However, all these objectives can be boiled down
to three main categories of performance measures:

(1) Capacity-oriented performance measures: these
include cellular capacity, spectral efficiency, spec-
trum reuse efficiency, throughput or goodput.

(2) QoS-oriented performance measures: rate fairness
and outage are typical QoS measures.

(3) Cost-oriented performance measures: total cost of
ownership of a cellular system over its life has three
further major factors:

(a) capital cost: cost of hardware, software and
deployment labour cost;

(b) maintenance cost: cost of labour required for
operation, optimisation and maintenance of
sites and the switching network; and

(c) energy consumption: energy consumed to
keep the cellular system running is increas-
ingly becoming a very significant factor of
operational cost.

Figure 2. Generic system model used for SINR calculation. SINR, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio; BS, base station; SC,
small cell.
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In this paper, we derive the PCF to quantify each of the
three listed aspects of performance of a cellular systems
as function of NTC parameters. Under the cost-oriented
performance, we only focus on the energy efficiency, as
energy consumption has recently become highly important,
particularly because of rising costs of energy and concern
for CO2 emissions. For the treatment of other two cost
factors, interested reader is referred to previous works in
[10], which deal with capital cost reduction by introduc-
tion of low-cost BSs (relays or femto or pico BSs) and [1]
which provide a comprehensive review of self-organising
networks as a major maintenance cost reduction approach.

The main idea of the proposed solution in this paper
is that in order to cope with spatiotemporal changes in
traffic or cellular environment, SON engine will dynam-
ically switch to a suitable NTC, based on an adaptive
utility function that incorporates major system objectives,
for example, spectral efficiency, fairness and power con-
sumption, and can prioritise among these objectives. To
overcome size and complexity of holistic CSO problem,
we propose to exploit a hybrid approach, that is, a detailed
mathematical system model is first constructed and exten-
sive system level simulations are performed to generate
the whole solution space for all feasible NTCs consisting
of number of sectors per site ‘S’, spectrum reuse factor
‘F’ and number of SCs per site ‘R’. Because in a prac-
tical cellular system, possible combinations of ‘S’, ‘F’
and ‘R’ are not very large, and in fact, only configura-
tions listed in Figure 3 are technically the most feasible
ones, so SON engine can effectively search over this con-
fined solution space easily and adapt the utility to set an
optimisation target and switch to most suitable NTC in
time-efficient manner.

2.2. System model and holistic CSO
problem formulation

We consider a generic cellular system model as illustrated
in Figure 2.

We divide the whole area to be optimised by SON engine
into set of Q bins denoted by Q, where q denotes qth bin,
such that

PQ
qD1 aq D A, and A

Q D aq,rq 2 Q where
A is the total area and area a of the bin is so small that
shadowing and path loss can be considered constant within
it. Now, using the notation defined in Table I, the prob-
lem of holistic joint optimisation of the three performance
objectives identified perviously can be formulated as a
multi-objective optimisation problem:

max
Qb,Qr ,Hr ,Hs,S,R,Ps,Pr ,‡f ,�

f .‡ ,ƒ,�/ (1)

subject to feasibility and range constraints on the optimisa-
tion parameters. The definition of the parameters in (1) is
presented in Table I.

The expression in (1) is a holistic CSO problem in which
the location of BS and SC, the number of sectors per
BS, the number of SC per BS, the antenna heights, the
transmission powers, the antenna azimuth, the antenna tilts

and the frequency reuse have to be optimised to achieve
the best possible performance in terms of all three KPIs.
Sub-problems of such CSO problem have been shown to
be non-deterministic polynomial-time-hard in a number
of studies [37, 40–42]; therefore, generally metaheuris-
tic techniques are utilised to partially explore the solution
space of the CSO problem, in order to find an acceptable
solution. From (1), we can obtain some useful insights
into the solution space of the problem. Let us take a sim-
ple example of only 19 � 3 D 57 sectors cellular system
and focus on solving for only one NTC parameter, for
example, the optimal sector azimuth angle. With an over
simplifying assumption that the azimuth can only take 10
possible values centred around the nominal azimuth of the
sector, a brute force-based solution will have to search
among 1057 possible azimuth angle combinations. If sys-
tem level evaluation of the KPIs of interest as a function
of azimuth angles that is generally carried through a simu-
lation tool takes time �e (that can be in order of minutes),

Table I. Notation for system model.

Symbol Description

b,s,r,q As subscript or superscript denote association to base
station, sector, small cell or qth bin, respectively

B Set of all base stations in systems where jBj D B
A Total area of interest
Q Set of Q bins that constitute A
q qthbin,

PQ
qD1 aq D A, & A

Q D aq,8q 2 Q
Qb Set of bins in which BS are located, Qb � Q
S Set of all sectors in the systems,where jSj D S
Sb Total number of sectors bth BS has
S S D fS1, S2, S3 : : :SBg, S D jSj D

PB
bD1 Sb

hs (Antenna) height of sth sector antenna on BS
‡f Number of times spectrum is reused within site
Rb Number of SC in bth BS
R R D fR1, R2, R3 : : :RBg, R D jRj D

PB
bD1 Rb

Qr Set of bins in which SC are located, Qr � Q
Hr Set of all SC antenna heights
hr Height of r th SC antenna
� Vector of azimuth angles of all sectors
�s Azimuth angle of sth sector
� Set of tilt angles of all sectors
�s Tilt angle of sth sector
Ps Set of transmission powers of all sectors
ps Transmission power from sth sector
Pr Set of transmission powers of all SC
pr Transmission power from rth SC
Gs

q Gain from the sth sector antenna to qth bin
˛ Path loss co-efficient including long term shadowing
ˇ Pathloss exponent
ıs

q Shadowing from sth to qth bin
'v Vertical beamwidth of the antenna
's

h Horizontal beamwidth of sth sector antenna
‡ Capacity-wise KPI
� Energy consumption-wise KPI
ƒ Service area fairness-wise KPI
Xny Means all elements of X except y
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finding an optimal solution may take as long as 1057

1=�e
! min-

utes. Obviously, the actual size of the solution space of
a typical holistic CSO problem represented by (1) is far
more gigantic.

If we apply one of the aforementioned evolutionary
metaheuristics used in literature [14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23,
24, 26–30, 32, 36–39], the search space Cp of the holis-
tic CSO problem in (1) can be reduced by a factor �. The

solution still would require time � D

�
Cp
�

�
1=�e

minutes, and
yet may not be guaranteed to be optimal. Contrary to most
of the works in open literature on CSO, which propose
variations and combinations of different metaheuristics to
only increase � to reduce the solution time � , the frame-
work that we present in this paper exploits a bi-pronged
approach for increasing the efficiency of CSO process by
reducing both �e and Cp instead. Firstly, through PCF, it
eliminates the need for dynamic simulator needed for KPI
evaluation at each iteration of search. This is expected to
substantially reduce �e that will ultimately reduce the �
irrespective of the metaheuristic used to factorise Cp by �.
Secondly, by preponderance of (1), it is clear that different
parameters have different significance in CSO. Building on
further insights into this observation provided by the PCF,
we propose a simple algorithm for holistic CSO problem
that can substantially reduce the Cp itself. This bi-pronged
approach can improve the quality of solutions obtained, by
allowing conventional metaheuristic to be more thorough,
while significantly reducing the complexity of the holistic
CSO problem.

3. A PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we derive quantitative measures for the
three KPIs of interest, that is, ‡ , ƒ and � in terms of

the key NTC parameters, which can be evaluated with low
complexity, that is, without resorting to black box type
complex dynamic simulators. The signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) perceived in the qth bin from sth

sector (Figure 2) can be given as follows:

� s
q D

psGs
q˛.d

s
q/
�.ˇ/ıs

q

�2 C
P
rs0�S.p

s0Gs0
q ˛.d

s0
q /
�.ˇ/ıs0

r .u.‡f //
(2)

where fs, s0g � S, q �Q and u
�
‡f
�

are unit functions
that determine whether or not the qth bin will receive

interference from a particular sector depending on the fre-
quency reuse. Note that we assume full load scenario, that
is, all sub-carriers allocated to a cell are simultaneously
under use. With this assumption, in calculating SINR, the
impact of dynamic scheduling can be omitted, and only
static frequency reuse that is part of NTC can be used to
determinethe inter carrier collision and hence interference
at a given location. Here, ds

q is distance the between the

qth bin andthe sth sector antenna located in qth
b 2 Qb bin,

given by

ds
q D

q�
xqb � xq

�2
C
�
yqb � yq

�2
C .hs � zq/2 (3)

Three-dimensional antenna gain can be modelled as in
[43]

Gs
q D G.�, D/ � 10

�1.2

0
@�v

 
�s

q��
s

'v

!2

C�h

 
's

q�'
s

's
h

!2
1
A

(4)

where � s
q is the vertical angle in degrees from sth sector to

qth bin and can be given as � s
q D arctan

�
hs
ds

q

�
(Figure 2 ).

	s
q is the horizontal angle in degrees on sth sector to qth bin

with respect to positive x-axis. 
h and 
v represent
the weighting factors for the horizontal and vertical
beam pattern of the antenna in three-dimensional antenna
model [44], respectively. As indicated in (4), the max-
imum antenna gain G is the function of antenna effi-
ciency � and directivity D and can be written as
G D �D, where D can be further approximated
as D D 4�

's
h'v

.
For the practical cellular antennas, the relationship

between the horizontal beamwidth of sector antenna and
the number of sectors Sb per bth BS site can be modelled
as 's

h D
360
��Sb

, where � is a factor representing the overlap
between the sectors. Thus, using (4) in (2), the SINR can
be determined as in (5).

� s
q D

Ps˛.ds
k/
�.ˇ/ıs

q.

 
4�	�
360
��Sb

'v

�
!

.10

�1.2

0
BBB@�v

 
�s

q��
s

'v

!2

C�h

0
BB@ 's

q�'
s�

360
��Sb

�
1
CCA

2
1
CCCA

�2 C
P
rs0�S

�
ps0˛.ds0

q /
�.ˇ/

�
ıs0

q .

0
@ 4�	�

360
��S0b

'v

�
1
A .10

�1.2

0
BBBB@�v

0
@ �s0

q ��s0

'v

1
A2

C�h

0
BBBB@
's0

q �'s0 
360
��S0b

!
1
CCCCA

21CCCCA
.u.‡f /

(5)

As desired, the SINR in (5) is the function of key param-
eters of a given NTC. Similarly, the SINR from rth SC in
qth bin can be given as

� r
q D

pr˛
�

dr
q

��.ˇ/
ır

q

�2 C
P
8r02R

�
pr0˛

�
dr0

q

��.ˇ/
ır0

q

� (6)

where {r, r0g 2 R and q 2 Q. Note that for SC, the
antenna gain can be assumed as unity; therefore, it is omit-
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ted in the SINR expression. Also, because BS have much
higher Tx powers than SC, SC have to duplex with BSs
in time or frequency to avoid excessive interference from
BS. With this assumption, only interference from other SC
is considered in (6). Because frequency reuse of one is
assumed among SC, therefore, no exclusive term to capture
the frequency reuse as in (2) is needed in (6).

3.1. Quantifying ‡ : reflecting capacity-wise
performance from CSO perspective

We propose a metric, namely, effective spectral efficiency
(ESE) to quantify capacity-wise performance denoted by
‡ . This metric has semantics similar to the area spectral
efficiency, but it does not require throughput estimation for
its calculation; rather, it can be determined through sim-
ple semi analytical approach. A key advantage of ESE is
that it can also serve as the basis for calculation of other
two KPIs, that is, ƒ and �. This is useful in modelling
the coupling between these contradicting CSO objectives.
In the succeeding discussion, we explain the calculation
of ESE.

Because the sub-carrier bandwidth in emerging cellular
systems (e.g. LTE) is fixed, so the throughput on sin-
gle sub-carrier in a given BS-user link and hence the
total throughput of the system depends on average achiev-
able modulation coding efficiency (MCE) on each link
in the system. Over the long term, the MCE in turn
depends on SINR available on that link, whose long-
term average value (in full load scenario as assumed
previously) in turn depends mainly on NTC as derived
in (5) and (6).

Let L D f0, 1, 2, 3, : : :Lg be the set of modulation
coding schemes (MCS) available in the standard under
consideration. MCEl denotes the MCE of lth MCS, l D 0
means an MCS with zero spectral efficiency, that is, no
link, representing outage and L is the MCS with the highest
spectral efficiency. Invoking the bin grid concept, an easily
evaluable metric can be given as

‡MCEe D

LX
lD0

�
MCEl �

Ql

Q

�
(7)

where

Ql D
X
8q2Q

Ul
�
�q
�

(8)

Here, �q denotes the SINR perceived in qth bin from the
best serving BS sector or SC (whichever is greater), and
the unit function Ul.�q/ is defined as follows:

For l �L n f0, Lg L :

Ul.�q/ D

�
1 Tl�1 < �q < TlC1
0 otherwise

For l D L : Ul.�q/ D

�
1 Tl�1 < �q

0 otherwise

And for l D 0 : Ul.�q/ D

�
1 �q < T0
0 otherwise

where Tl is the threshold SINR required to use lth modula-
tion and coding scheme from set L and T0 is the threshold
of minimum � in the succeeding discussion, which link
cannot be maintained with the lowest modulation and cod-
ing pair implemented in the standard and all such points in
coverage area constitute the outage area. Note that

LX
lD0

Ql D Q (9)

A key advantage of quantifying spatial spectral effi-
ciency in this manner is that it has the potential to reflect
geographical areas of high importance with weighting fac-
tors to pronounce their importance in capacity optimisation
and reflect them in the ESE measure proportionally. This
provides freedom to tailor this KPI for CSO process in
order to reflect operator’s policy. For setting different cov-
erage priorities for different regions, Q in (7) can be
replaced with the sum of weights associated with each bin,
that is,

‡MCEw D

LX
lD0

0
@MCEl �

Pl
iDl0 wql0PQ
qD1 wq

1
A (10)

where ‡MCEw denotes weighted average MCE and wq
denotes weight assigned to the qth bin in proportion to
its relative importance in the area of interest. Thus, these
weights can be used to model QoS requirements of differ-
ent demographic groups or differentiate areas with differ-
ent user densities. wql0

denotes the weight of qth bin using
l
0th MCS, where l0 2 L. If not enough data is available

so that precise weight to individual bins can be assigned
and operator in general wants to make sure that the spa-
tially fair data rates are available throughout the coverage
area, instead of using arithmetic mean in (7), harmonic
mean can be used. Unlike the arithmetic mean, the har-
monic mean will aggravate the impact of bins with low
spectral efficiency and will damp down the impact of bins
having very large spectral efficiency, while representing the
overall spectral efficiency of system. In this case,

‡MCEh D
QPQ

qD1

�
1

MCEq

� , MCEq > 0 (11)

where ‡MCEh denotes harmonic mean spectral efficiency
in the area of interest and MCEq denotes the spectral
efficiency achievable in qth bin based on the SINR �q per-
ceived in that bin. Note that unlike ‡MCEe , ‡MCEh cannot
take into account the outage in the coverage area. While
‡MCE reflect link spectral efficiencies achievable with a
particular NTC and can be used as an aspect of capacity,
for holistic quantification of capacity, an important means
of cellular capacity, that is, spectrum reuse also has to be
taken into account.

In the backdrop of need for aggressive frequency reuse,
we propose to reuse spectrum within a site. By exploiting
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the fact that aggressive sectorisation can provide significant
isolation among cells projected from same BS, spectrum
can be reused within a site among sectors pointing in
opposite directions as well as among alternative sectors
pointing in different directions as illustrated in various
NTCs sketched in Figure 3. To quantify the spectrum reuse
gain in capacity obtained from such spectrum reuse, we
define ‡f as ‘number of times spectrum is reused within a
site’. Thus, ‡f can be calculated as

‡f D

�
�b � S

F C �
r � R if R > 0

S
F otherwise

(12)

where �b and �r are the factors with which spectrum is
shared between BS and SC such that �b C �r D 1. F is
the number of parts into which spectrum allocated to the
BS (excluding the spectrum allocated to SC) is divided.
Although intra-site spectrum reuse is expected to increase
interference thus decrease ‡MCE, it would be interesting
to investigate how gain in capacity through higher ‡f

trades against the loss in capacity because of lower ‡MCE.
To incorporate the impact of both of these factors in the
cellular capacity, we define the desired capacity-wise KPI
named ESE as

‡ D ‡MCE � ‡f (13)

‡MCE can be modelled using (7), (10) or (11) depending
on the CSO objectives and service priorities of operator.
‡MCE effectively reflects the capacity gain via spectral effi-
ciency. ‡f on the other hand essentially reflects capacity
gain via spectrum reuse efficiency that might come from
intra-site frequency reuse (or inter site frequency reuse or
even fractional frequency reuse, not covered in this paper).
Thus, the ‡ quantifies the intended capacity-wise KPI
from CSO perspective by incorporating the effect of key
NTC factors.

3.2. Quantifying ƒ: reflecting service area
fairness from CSO perspective

From CSO perspective, the QoS has two aspects: (i)
achievable data rates and (ii) spatial fairness of achievable
data rates. An explicit metric to quantify only the sec-
ond aspect is needed from CSO perspective, as first aspect
is already covered in our definition of ‡ . However, for
an appropriate measure of fairness that has to be used in
CSO process as an optimisation objective, we have to sig-
nificantly depart from the conventional notion of fairness
that is considered when designing very short time scale
adaptive mechanisms, for example, scheduling or power
allocation. Generally for long-term traffic variations, such
short-term dynamics can be generally neglected as they are

Figure 3. Twenty six different NTCs with varying S, F and R, which are investigated in this paper. Dots in the centre of each site
represent base station locations. Oval shapes represent sectors and small circular shapes represent small cells attached to a site.
Filling patterns represent frequency reuse pattern, whereas arrows represent backhaul links between base stations and small cells.
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averaged out. Thus, it is fairness in space rather than clas-
sic fairness in time that is dependent more heavily on NTC
and therefore has to be considered and evaluated during the
CSO. More precisely, this spatial fairness of data means the
homogeneity of the level of service that can be provided in
the coverage area. We build on derivations in last section
and define a metric to reflect the service area fairness (SAF)
effectively as the inverse of the standard deviation of the
spatial distribution of MCE as

ƒ D 1=

vuuut 1

Q

QX
qD1

 
MCEq �

LX
lD0

�
MCEl �

Ql

Q

�!2

(14)

Note that, similar to ESE, SAF can also be evaluated
using the SINR expressions derived earlier. Having explicit
spatial connotation instead of temporal, SAF gives the cell
edge users judiciously higher importance because more
bins lie farther from the cell centre. Thus, the advantage of
SAF is that it is capable to explicitly capture the cell-centre
and cell-edge rate disparity. In case, a finite bound-based
estimation of SAF is required; Jain’s fairness index can
also be adapted to estimate the fairness of the service area
as follows [45] :

JSAF D

�PQ
qD1 MCEq

�2

N
PQ

qD1

�
MCEq

�2 (15)

3.3. Quantifying �: reflecting energy
consumption-wise performance
from CSO perspective

Energy consumption in cellular system has many compli-
cated and interrelated components. Considering the scope
of this paper, we focus on five selected elements of NTC
that mainly determine the energy consumption of given
NTC, that is, types of access points (BS or SC), number of
sectors per site, and number of SC per site, transmission
powers and sector overlap. These are the main parameters
that make energy consumption in various cellular system
NTCs different from each other. To this end, we model
power consumption on a site while incorporating both
fixed and variable power consumption per site that in turn
depends on the type of BSs. Fixed power consumption
is the power that is consumed in keeping the circuitry of
BS sectors alive no matter if there is traffic or not. Fixed
power remains non-zero until all sectors and SCs associ-
ated to a BS are completely switched off. Variable power
consumption is the power required for transmission on air
interface and varies with the traffic load. Thus, total power
consumption in bth BS site (including that of all sectors

and associated SCs) can be written as (16), where sub-
scripts f , v and t denote fixed, variable and transmission
powers, respectively. For sake of simplicity, we do not con-
sider any stray losses, for example, feeder loss, connectors
loss as they are negligible for the purpose of this analy-
sis. Variable power consumption within each sector or SC
further depends on the transmission power ps

t and pr
t , traf-

fic loading factors for sectors and SCs (between 0 to 1)
s and r, respectively, and antenna gain G of sector and
SCs, respectively. Antenna gain is further a function of
antenna efficiency � and directivity D. The directivity of
the antenna determines its gain and hence the transmis-
sion power required to provide a certain coverage and
service level.

p D
SbX

sD1

n
ps

f C ps
v

�
G .�s, Ds/ , ps

t , 
s�oC RbX

rD1

n
pr

f C pr
v

�
G .�r, Dr/ , pr

t , r�o (16)

It can be written as

D D 4�=

 R 2�
0

R �
0 f .� ,	/ sin �d�d	

f .� ,	/ jmax

!
(17)

where f .� ,	/ is function representing radiation pattern
of antenna as function of spherical co-ordinate angles
� and 	. For almost all commercial antennas used in
cellular systems, the denominator of (17) can be approx-
imated by-product of half power beam widths 'h and 'v

in horizontal and vertical plane [46]. Thus, (17) can be
approximated as

D �
4�

'h'v
(18)

In commercial cellular systems, the typical vertical beam
width of antenna is around 'v � �=18 radians, and hor-
izontal beam width depends on the number of sectors per
access point. For BS with three sectors and six sectors,
beam width of around 70ı and 35ı are generally used
respectively. Using � defined earlier as the factor deter-
mining the overlap between the adjacent sectors, we can
write horizontal beam width as a function of Sb as 'h D

��=Sb. Using these values of 'h and 'v, (18) can be
written as

D �
72Sb

��
(19)

Typical value of � can be assumed to be � D 1.1. To
achieve a desired effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
in the coverage area, less transmission power pt will be
required for antennas with higher gains as

EIRP D � � D � pt (20)

If pd is the power required to achieve desired EIRPd with
an omnidirectional antenna
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pd D
EIRPd

�D
(21)

Therefore, for given coverage level, if more sectors per
site are used, less transmission power per sector would
berequired because of high directivity and hence higher
gains of the antennas. Thus, the variable circuit power per
sector for desired EIRPd can be written in dB as

ps
v D 10 log10 ps

d � 10 log10

�
4�sSb

�'v

�
C 10 log10 

s (22)

Similarly, the variable circuit power on a SC can be
written as

pr
v D 10 log10 pr

d � 10 log10

�
4�r

'v

�
C 10 log10 

r (23)

Substituting (22) and (23) to (16) and re-arranging, we
get (24).

� D

0
@ SbX
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�
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�
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C
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�
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(25)

Equation (24) provides a simple metric to quantify the
power consumption in a NTC as a function of number of
sectors per site, number of SC per site and transmission
powers and sector overlap and antenna beamwidths. This
metric also takes into account an additional factor, that
is, the traffic load factor which is not direct part of NTC
but can affect the power consumption heavily. The split
ratio between the fixed power consumption and transmis-
sion power can be used to model various BS types as well.
On the other hand, Equation (25) provides metric to quan-
tify the long-term average energy efficiency in Joules

bits for a
given NTC.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF DIFFERENT NTCS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of a range of
potential NTCs using the PCF.

4.1. System model for performance
evaluation

A total of 26 NTCs with generally feasible combinations
of key NTC parameters F, S and R (Figure 3) are evalu-
ated, while other parameters are kept fixed at values listed
in table II of [11]. Two tiers of cells are modelled for
each NTC to consider realistic amount of interference in
multi cellular scenario. Shadowing and appropriate path

loss models for BS and SC similar to [47] are used in order
to model a realistic cellular system environment. In SC-
CS, SCs are located at half of inter site distance where the
SINR is minimum, that is, where the far end corners of
adjacent sectors join. To map the SINR �q to the long-term
average link spectral efficiency, we refer to SINR thresh-
olds for MCSs used in LTE. A given NTC is denoted by
number of sectors per site S, frequency reuse F and num-
ber of SC per site R. Thus, for example, NTC denoted by
‘25. S=6,F=3, R=3’ means NTC No. 25 has six sectors
per site and spectrum allocated to BS (after splitting with
SC) is divided in three equal parts, each part is allocated to
three adjacent sectors, and the pattern is repeated for other
three sectors on the site such that sectors using the same
spectrum are pointing apposite to each other. And the site
has three SCs. Thus, in NTC 25, the spectrum is reused
‡f D �b � S

F C �r � R D 0.5 � 6
3 C 0.5 � 3 D 2.5

times within a site area. For brevity, onward analysis will
use ‡MCEe as measure of capacity and ƒ as a measure
to reflect SAF.

4.2. Analysing capacity-wise performance

Figure 4 plots‡ ,ƒ and� evaluated for all 26 NTCs under
consideration, normalised by their maximum values. It can
be seen that different NTCs offer different tradeoff among
different KPIs. For ease of discussion while probing into
these tradeoffs, we first focus on NTC 9–12, all with S D 6.
It can be seen that from NTC = 9 to NTC = 12, as frequency
reuse is made less tight with other parameters being fixed,
the overall capacity of system, that is, ‡ still increases
(Figure 4). This is because the increase in ‡MCEe due to
decreased interference overweighs the loss in‡f . Hence as
a net result ‡ is larger in NTC = 10, 11,12 compared to
NTC = 9. However, there is payoff of this gain. It can be
seen thatƒ (i.e. SAF) continuously decrease from NTC = 9
to NTC = 12. The reason for this will be discussed in the
next subsection. By comparing the‡ for SC-CS with those
for macro-cells only cellular system, it can be easily seen
that SCs bring a significant improvement in overall capac-
ity. This improvement is due to two reasons: because of
much smaller height and lower transmission power of SC
cause and suffer from much lesser interference resulting in
better‡MCEe . Secondly, in addition to higher‡MCEe, there
is another positive contribution of SC towards higher‡ that
is explained as follows: let us assume that three SC are
working in a cell. In this case, spectrum is divided into
two parts for sharing between BS and SC. This reduces
‡f by half only compared with scenario with three sectors
where ‡f will be reduced by a factor of three. These two
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Figure 4. Comparison of different NTCs in terms of their capacity ‡ , service area fairness ƒ and power consumption �. NTC,
network topology configuration.

reasons together make SC more advantageous method to
boost capacity compared with adding more sectors. How-
ever, there is payoff for this gain in capacity achieved by
SC in terms of both SAF as well power consumption. It can
be seen from Figure 4 that SC-CS in general has lower SAF
and higher power consumption compared with macro-cells
only cellular system.

4.3. Analysing service area fairness

From the results in Figure 4, it can be noted that SAF
increases with increase in number of sectors, but it
decreases with increase in F (or in other words decrease
in ‡f ). This is because increasing the number of sectors in
general decrease the cell edge interference thus makes geo-
graphical distribution of data rates more uniform in a cell.
In other words low ‡f means less intera-site reuse, and
therefore, interference mostly comes from adjacent sites
rather than adjacent sectors, leading towards classic sce-
narios where cell edge suffers much more interference then
cell centre users and hence low SAF. On the other hand,
SAF in SC-CS is noticeably lower than that in cellular sys-
tem because of the drastic change in distribution of data
rates brought by SC.

4.4. Analysing power consumption

It is clear from results in Figure 4 that as expected, total
power consumption increase as both mean of increasing
capacity, that is, sectors or SC are added. Thus, although
SC offer good means to increase capacity as seen previ-
ously, slightly higher power consumption is another payoff
for them in addition to poorer SAF. Figures 5 plot the
total power consumptions, respectively, for a range of R
and S using (24) and preceding analysis. s D r D 1

Figure 5. Total power consumption per site.

is assumed because we are considering full load scenario.
Antenna efficiency of commercial antennas is used. That is,
�r D �s D 60 per cent. Ps

f D 15W with Pr
f D 0.5Ps

f is used
because of reasons explained in [10]. It can be seen that
in addition to the spectral efficiency and spatial fairness of
data rates, power consumption also varies with S and R and
thus adds a third dimension to the capacity-QoS tradeoff
in dimensioning NTC. Figure 5 shows that power con-
sumption per site increases more rapidly with the increase
in number of SC (i.e. R) than increase in number of sec-
tors per site (i.e. S). This is mainly because each SC has
an omnidirectional antenna, so there is no compensating
factor as in case of sectors.

4.5. Trade off among the Three
Performance Aspects

Finally, from results in Figure 4, it can be seen that no sin-
gle NTC is simultaneously optimal in all three performance
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aspects. Here, the key observation to be made is there exists
certain pareto optimality in which one objective generally
improves only with loss in other. Therefore, the PCF’s
capability to precisely quantify this tradeoff with compu-
tation efficiency can actually help to design a NTC that is
optimal to simultaneously meet the multiple CSO objec-
tives in a priority order intended by the operator. Although
regular topology has been assumed in the analysis for sake
of simplicity, in case of realistic irregular topologies, PCF
can build on the real user Minimization of Drive Test
reports, and as a result, the KPIs produced by PCF and
hence the optimal NTCs determined will still be optimal
for real networks.

5. APPLICATION OF PCF IN
HOLISTIC OPTIMISATION

Despite the fact that PCF can reduce �e and thus can reduce
the overall solution time, holistic optimisation of all param-
eters together remains a daunting task. In this section,
we propose a simple three step heuristic algorithm for
SON engine to simplify the holistic optimisation by using
the PCF.

5.1. CPS: a pragmatic heuristic for holistic
optimisation

Classify parameters, prioritise objectives and solve sub-
problems (CPS) algorithm has the following three steps:

(1) Classify parameters of interests into hierarchical
groups based on their impact on the KPIs. For exam-
ple, parameters that substantially determine network
performance can be classified in a group named
gross parameters (GP), and the parameters that fine
tune network performance in another group named
fine tuning parameters (FTP). This grouping can
be performed by examining the role of a particular
parameter through PCF.

(2) Prioritise objectives: model the optimisation objec-
tive of the holistic CSO problem using PCF. This
modelling should reflect operator’s priorities for
each KPI. This step will be explained in detail
through a case study in the succeeding discussion.

(3) Solve the subproblem

(a) Start from the highest group in the param-
eter hierarchy (resulted from Step 1). Opti-
mise the objective function defined in Step
2, for the parameters in this group, consider-
ing it as subproblem independent of groups
below it.

(i) For solving this optimisation sub-
problem, normalise the KPIs to
make them unitless to bring them
to same scale.

(ii) Use these normalised values of
the KPIs in the objective function
defined in Step 2 and solve the sub-
problem using exhaustive search
or metaheuristic depending on the
parameter group size.

(b) Once a group of parameter is optimised,
lock all parameters in that group at their
optimal values and repeat Step 3 for the
lower group until all groups are optimised.

CPS algorithm is further explained in the following
through a case study.

5.2. A case study for CPS

As a case study, we consider joint optimisation of four key
NTC parameters of F, S, R and � that has been largely
overlooked in the literature. Thus, the CSO problem under
consideration can be written as

max
F,S,R,�

f‡ .F, S, R, �/ ,ƒ.F, S, R, �/ ,�.F, S, R/g (26)

From previous section, we know that no single NTC is
optimal simultaneously for ‡ , ƒ and �. This also implies
that (26) is non-convex hence difficult to solve with analyt-
ical approaches. In the succeeding discussion, we apply the
CPS to find a solution with low complexity. We place F, S
and R in GP group and � in FTP group. This grouping is
quite intuitive and also can be inferred from the expressions
in (5) and (6) that show that F, S and R have more pro-
found impact on the SINR and hence the KPIs associated
with it, than � .

5.2.1. Optimizing GP.

Gross parameter optimisation problem can be written as

max
F,S,R
f‡ .F, S, R/ ,ƒ.F, S, R/ ,�.F, S, R/g (27)

Because the mutual priority of these objectives and
their target values are strongly dependent on the operator’s
policy [1], we propose to use the multi-objective optimi-
sation as used in [48] by representing the three objectives
simultaneously as a single utility function. That is,

v D

�
vg.‡ ,ƒ,�/ , General Optimisation
vt.‡ ,ƒ,�/ , Targeted Optimisation

(28)

where the subscripts g and t denote the general and
targeted cases, respectively, as further explained in
the following:

(1) Case 1 (general optimisation): this case represents a
scenarios where the operator has no specific target
values for the KPIs but has certain priority for each
KPI. In this case, the optimisation problem can be
modelled as
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max
F,S,R

�g .‡ ,ˆ,�/ D max
F,S,R

.
1‡ C 
2ƒ � 
3�/

(29)

This utility function can reflect the mutual priority
among these objectives. In the succeeding discus-
sion, we present some exemplary rules to manifest
these priorities:

(a) If the operator has equal priority for all the
KPIs, in (29), set:


1 D 
2 D 
3 D 1=3 (30)

(b) If operator wants to maximise some objec-
tive (dth objective), while neglecting others,
in (29), set


i D

�
1 if i D d
0 otherwise

, i D 1, 2, 3 (31)

(c) If operator has specific priority for each
objective, it can be represented by weights
such that


1 C 
2 C 
3 D 1 (32)

(2) Case 2 (targeted optimisation): this case represents
the scenario where the operator has specific target
values to be achieved in each performance aspect:
In this case the optimisation problem can be written
as (33).

min
F,S,R

�t .‡ ,ˆ,�/ D min
F,S,R

ˇ̌̌
ˇ
q

1 .‡ �‡t/

2 C 
2 .ˆ �ˆt/
2 C 
3 .� ��t/

2
ˇ̌̌
ˇ (33)

The rules for utility adaptation are as follows:

(a) If operator wants to achieve desired targets
in each metric with same priority, substitute
(30) in (33).

(b) If operator has desired target value in one
objective but has no priority in others, substi-
tute (31) in (33).

(c) If operator has specific values of each met-
ric as target but has different priority of each
target to be met, substitute (32) in (33).

Figure 4 provides the solution space for the problem in
(27) obtained by the normalisation of the KPIs with their
respective maximum values.

Figure 6 plots utility �g for four sets of different objec-
tive priorities. With equal priority of all three objectives,
we can see that GP values in NTC = 9 are optimal. When
capacity has highest priority, that is, 80 per cent and fair-
ness and energy efficiency have lower and equal priorities
of 10 per cent each, GP values in NTC = 22 are optimal.
On the other hand, when fairness has highest importance,
that is, 80per cent, and the capacity and energy efficiency
have lower and equal priorities of 10 per cent, GP values
in NTC = 9 become optimal. When energy efficiency is
the most important target with 80 per cent importance fac-
tor, and fairness and spectral efficiency are lower priorities
with importance of just 10 per cent, the optimal GP choice
is given by NTC = 1.

Figure 7 plots �t for three different set of target values of
the three objectives, each having the same priority, that is,

1 D 
2 D 
3 D 1=3. The first case (blue) represents the
CSO scenario when operator wants capacity and fairness

Figure 6. Solution space for general optimisation. NTC, network topology configuration.
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Figure 7. Solution space for targeted optimisation. NTC, network topology configuration.

Figure 8. ‡ , ƒ and optimisation objective function of tilt angle, for NTC = 9. NTC, network topology configuration.

wise performance both to be closest to their absolute opti-
mal values but has some flexibility in energy efficiency. In
this case out of the 26 GPs combinations explored, the opti-
mal solution is NTC = 23. The second case (red) represents
a scenario where operator desires energy consumption to
be closest to optimal, followed by spectral efficiency, fol-
lowed by fairness. Now, the NTC = 9 can be seen to be the
optimal solution. The last case (green) represents scenarios
where operator wants SAF to be closest to its absolute opti-
mal and can tolerate middle level performance in capacity
but can compromise fully on the energy efficiency. In this
case, NTC = 1 gives the optimal GP values to meet these
priorities.

5.2.2. Optimizing FTP.

Assuming that the operator’s business model requires
all three KPIs to be equally important, this policy will be
modelled with utility 1, with 
1 D 
2 D 
3 D 1=3. In
this case, the GP optimisation, that is, solution of subprob-
lem in (27) will return a solution (F D 1, S D 6, R D
0).The next step of holistic CSO problem according to CPS
algorithm now can be written as

max
�
f
1‡ .� .�//C 
2ƒ.� .�//g (34)

Note that because � is not a function of � , therefore,
it does not have to be included in the optimisation prob-
lem. The KPIs ‡ and ƒ are function of SINR � , which is
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further function of the � , which is vector of tilt angles of all
sector in the system as is modelled in (5). Note that in our
particular case, each site has the same F and S. Therefore,
from the insights obtained from (5), it is clear that optimal
tilt angles being dependent on height and S and F (GPs)
will be the same across the network. With this additional
simplification similar to previous subsection, PCF can be
used to quickly draw the solution space of (34), which is
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that again, there is strong
tradeoff among the two KPIs and no single tilt is optimal
for both‡ andƒ. Using the same utility-based approach as
proposed previously, optimal value of the FTP that meets
the operators defined objective the solution can be easily
found. For example, in case where 
1 D 
2 reflects oper-
ator priorities, solution is � D 140. Thus, the solution of
our CSO problem in (26), for given KPI priorities set by
the operator, is .F D 1, S D 6, R D 0, � D 14/.

5.3. Complexity of PCF-based and
CPS-based holistic CSO approach

Because the grouping of parameters reduces the search
space size substantially and PCF reduces �e compared with
traditional dynamic simulation-based SON approaches, the
CPS algorithm can reduce the solution complexity of
holistic CSO problem substantially. More specifically, if

conventional approach takes time � D

�
VM

�

�
1=�e

for solv-
ing CPS problem with M optimisation parameters each of
which can take V different values, the CPS will take time:

� 0 D
�0

@ VMPG
iD0

�
V

M
gi

� � �e
� 0e

1
A

(35)

where � 0e is time required for single evaluation of KPIs
using PCF. G is number of groups in which CPS divides
the parameters. This implies generally � >> � 0. For our
particular case study, the feasible combinations of F, S
and R were as low as 26, and � 0e on regular desktop com-
puter was less than 1 s. Therefore, it took less than a
minute to explore search space for GP and almost the same
time for FTP.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a framework to quantify,
analyse and optimise three major KPIs used for holistic
optimisation of SON-enabled heterogeneous cellular sys-
tems, that is, capacity, SAF and energy efficiency. The
PCF that we proposed in this paper can model the KPIs
of interest as functions of a comprehensive set of optimi-
sation parameters like spectrum reuse factor, number of
sectors per site, number of SCs per site, adaptive coding
and modulation. The metrics derived in the PCF can be
quickly evaluated semi-analytically and thus can facilitate
the solution of multi-objective holistic optimisation prob-

lem that otherwise is tackled using black box-type complex
dynamic simulation models. Using PCF, we also evaluated
and compared 26 different network topologies and quanti-
fied their relative gains. We analysed respective tradeoffs
offered by each NTC in terms of capacity, SAF and energy
efficiency. Our results also showed that contrary to com-
mon notion, NTCs with highest spectrum efficiency are not
necessarily those that resort on full frequency reuse. The
insights given by proposed framework can help to address
new requirements from future heterogeneous cellular net-
works. Building on these insights, we proposed a heuristic
CPS algorithm for holistic optimisation. We demonstrated
through a case study, how PCF and CPS together can be
used for a wide range of cellular optimisation scenarios
with low complexity.
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